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Agenda

● Reasons vs Reasoning

● Lines of Reasoning and Logic

● Line of Reasoning in Action



1. How do you explain Line of 
Reasoning to students?

2. What are their common 
misunderstandings or 
mistakes?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5ldLDf_G6Q


Beyond-Knowing 

The next step in 

thinking. Thinking 

about thinking.



Reasons vs. 
Reasoning



Reasons & 
Reasoning

A set of reasons connected through logic and used to reach a conclusion

Reasons and Reasoning are not the same thing

Reasoning is a logical process; thinking

Reasons are explanations, causes, or justifications

Connecting reasons in a logic way that explains how they lead to an interpretation creates a line of reasoning.



CLAIM:
School uniforms actually increase inequity and create 
a troubling atmosphere of uniformity harmful to the 
development of individuality.

Reason 2: No opportunity 
to express oneself

Reason 3: Students don’t learn to 
think independently around peers

Reason 1: Only students with 
money will be able to buy enough 
sets to last a week

Reasons



School uniforms actually increase inequity and create 
a troubling atmosphere of uniformity harmful to the 
development of individuality.

School uniforms actually increase inequity and create 
a troubling atmosphere of uniformity harmful to the 
development of individuality.

1. School uniforms actually increase inequity
a. School supplies one set, but students must buy others

i. Only students with money will be able to buy enough sets to last a week
1. Students must constantly clean their uniform or wear it dirty

a. Peers more likely to notice, tease, and alienate.
2. create a troubling atmosphere of uniformity

a. Everyone dresses the same
i. Troubling because no opportunity to express oneself

1. Expression helps people learn empathy for those who are different from them
3. harmful to the development of individuality.

a. Constant uniformity prevents people from learning to think for themselves
i. Harmful because students don’t learn to think independently around peers

1. Independent thinking prevents people from being manipulated.



CLAIM:
School uniforms promote teamwork, prevent 
bullying, and actually make people appreciate 
their individuality…

Reason 1: promote teamwork
- Sports teams work closely together

and are united by their uniforms.
- Uniforms remind everyone that they

have similar goals and should work
together and support one another.

Reason 2: prevent bullying

Reason 3: appreciate their 
individuality



Lines of Reasoning and 
Logic

https://www.arguelab.com/


All humans will die. 
Socrates is a human. 
Therefore, Socrates will die.

All humans will die.

Therefore, Socrates will die.

Syllogisms and Enthymemes

School uniforms stifle individuality 
Individuality is important to self-confidence.

∴School uniforms stifle self-confidence.



“But that’s what I wrote.”
School uniforms ultimately affect students’ 
development of self-confidence. They are 
harmful because of this. They interfere with 
students becoming more confident in 
themselves and learning to interact in healthy 
and productive peer relationships.

School uniforms ultimately affect students’ 
development of self-confidence. Expressing 
oneself as unique contributes to the each 
person’s individuality and that expressions 
and its acceptance lead to self-confidence. 
School uniforms are harmful in this way 
because they interfere with students 
becoming more confident in themselves and 
learning to interact in healthy and productive 
peer relationships.



Line of Reasoning in 
Action

https://www.arguelab.com/




Row B: Evidence and Commentary
● Explanation of HOW something relates to an interpretation = 

commentary.
● Evidence is not evidence until it is connected to a claim and 

commentary.



“the essay organizes and 
supports an argument 
about the complex and 
shifting emotions of the 
narrator, again relying 
both on specific evidence 
from the passage and 
commentary that 
consistently connects the 
evidence to the thesis 
with a line of reasoning 
that can easily be tracked 
and understood.”
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